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A Recap Of The Spirit Of Sportsmanship, Solidarity And Inclusivity At The Sports Fiesta

Resonating with the spirit of inclusivity, solidarity and teamwork,
this year Sangathan was special for
two reasons. Firstly, it was the 80th
birthday of the Founder President
and secondly, the event was celebrated after a hiatus of two years.
With the gates thus wide open for
all, nearly 25,000 sportspersons
from national and international
campuses of Amity came together
to express their love and affection
for the Founder President.

SANGATHAN
Shining with energy

Combining their love with energy,
one could witness exuberance
throughout the sports fiesta where
a total of 24 sports events, including 13 vintage games, 4 e-sports
and 7 competitions for faculty and
staff members, were held. The introduction of four e-sports, namely
Ludo King, New State, Call of
Duty mobile and Quad race, acted
as an extra bonus to the event. In
fact, the inclusion of Unified
Sports with 43 athletes touched the
hearts of all. The initiative, organised in collaboration with Special
Olympic Bharat, was aimed at cre-
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Winners Tally

Inter-Amity University Competition
First position: AUUP
Second position: AUR
Third position: AUH
Inter-Institutions Championship
First position: Amity Law School, Noida
Second position: Amity School of
Engineering and Technology, Noida
Third position: Amity International
Business School, Noida
ating an all inclusive environment
for people with differences, both
physical and mental.

Shining with talent

Having displayed great sportsmanship, the mega sports event came
to an end with the much-awaited
valedictory ceremony. The ceremony commenced with the lighting of ‘Khel Jyoti’ by sports
captains, and a march-past by the
marching contingents of Amity institutions across India and other
countries, including Tashkent, Singapore, Mauritius, amongst others.
Moving on, the tiny tots of
Amiown won several hearts with
their dance performance on the
tunes of birthday rhymes for the
Founder President. Expressing

What’s inside

Shining with knowledge

Reciprocating the love received
from all, Dr Ashok K. Chauhan
took to the stage and thanked everyone. He urged the young Amitians to believe in themselves and
strive to become good human beings. And also announced the
launch of a special assembly,
wherein students could speak to
him about their dreams and ambitions in life. G T
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India’s repeated failures at
the World Cup, call for the
need of a new...
Science meets life
Tête-à-tête with Dr Sanjiban
Banerjee, a molecular
biologist, and the co-founder
of AbGenics Life Sciences Pvt
Ltd., a biotech company.
...More on Page 3

Smart and smarter
The tale of a smart Bluetooth
speaker cum voice assistant,
Alexis, that can play songs,
act as one’s personal Google,
measure pulse and whatnot.
...More on Page 5

Convocation 2022
A glimpse of the 18th
Convocation held at AUUP
over the course of three days,
where 13,493 students
received their degrees.
...More on Page 7
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f there is one annual event
which every member of the
Amity universe awaits with
great excitement, it has to be Sangathan! The month-long sports
event that culminated on October
31, 2022, marks the grand birthday
celebration of Founder President,
Dr Ashok K. Chauhan, who has
not only played an instrumental
role in shaping the lives of thousands of students but has also contributed in the development of our
nation and the world at large.

their sincere gratitude to the
Founder and Chairperson, students
of Amitasha (Amity’s wing for less
privileged girls) sang a melodious
song ‘Manzil ko chal, tu hoga
safal’, while students of Atulasha
reiterated the vision of the Founder
President and promised to follow
the tenets of BHAAG in their own
life. The event concluded with a
Fitness Demonstration by Amity
School of Physical Education and
Sports Sciences (ASPESS) &
Amity Institute of Indian System
of Medicine (AIISM), and a demonstration of Unified Games
(Bocce) and Drone Fighters
(Amity Design Centre).

29 %

Stuti Kalra, GT Network
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